COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS

BRITISH HISTORICAL MEDALS

307 Henry II (1155-1189), Bronze Medal, by J Dassier, 40mm (Eimer 5). Extremely fine. £20-40

308 Henry VIII, Medallion Portrait, cream-coloured Terracotta, full-face (loosely after Holbein), wearing hat, fur-trimmed cloak and Garter George on ribband, HENRICVS VIII DE GRATIA ANGLIA REX, portrait to border 88mm, full diameter 102mm, probably Continental, 19th century (cf MI 48/45, oval lead medal; and MI 49/46, circular but variation of legend). Very fine but with surface dirt. £80-120

309 Francis [François] II, King of France (1544-1559-1560), King Consort of Scotland (1558-1560), The Peace of Edinburgh, Copper Medal, 1560, laureate and armoured bust left, rev busts of Francis and Mary atop linked cornucopia, either side of a crowned initial F, ABVNDANTIA PVBLICA GALLIAR, 53mm (MI 97/17; BMC [Jones] 223-225). Extremely fine. £120-150

310 Charles I (1625-1649), Silver Medals (3), Henrietta Maria, 1628, by Nicholas Briot, conjoined shields of Britain and France, rev tree in a grove, ships in the background, 29mm (MI 249/23; E 110); Birth of Prince Charles, 1630, 29mm (MI 254/35; E 116); another, 23mm (MI 254/36). Fine. (3) £120-150

311 William and Mary (1688-1694), Coronation 1689, Silver Medal, by J Roettiers, conjoined busts right, rev Jove hurls his thunderbolt at Phaethon, 35mm (MI 662/25; E 312). Very fine. £250-300

312 Queen Mary, as Regent, Copper Medal, c.1690, by the Roettiers, bust right, rev full moon shines amidst clouds and stars, landscape below, VELVT INTER IGNEs LVNA MINORES, 49mm (MI 704/111; E 320). Good very fine. £40-60
313 Prince James, “My Successor”, pair of Silver Medals, 1699, by N Roettiers, armoured bust of Prince James left, rev radiant sun over a tranquil sea with ships, SOLA LVCE FVGAT, 27mm (MI 204/519; Woolf 15:1; E 381). Fine to very fine, one with several marks, the other with metal flaws at 10 o’clock. (2) £80-120

314 Jacobite, James III, the Old Pretender, Attempted Invasion of England, Copper Medal, 1708, by N Roettiers, laureate bust of James III right, CUIUS. EST., rev map of the British Isles, on scroll above, REDDITE, 30mm (MI 312/133). The curls a little smoothed, very fine. £80-100

315 Anne, Union with Scotland, Silver Shilling-like Counters (2), slight varieties, bust left, rev Royal arms supported by cherubs (MI 295/108; 296/109); another, George I, laureate bust right, rev crowned Royal arms and Lion and Unicorn supporters, 25mm (MI 428/18; E 471). Very fine, edge ‘ding’ on first. (3) £80-100

316 Dr Henry Sacheverel (1674-1724), Divine and Preacher, Impeachment, cast Silver Medal, 1710, bust ¾-right, rev mitre, IS FIRM TO THEE, 34.5mm (MI 367/210), fine, rare; de Passe-type Silver counters, Henry II and Henry VII; Medalet of Princess Augusta, 1746 (MI 625/304), fair to fine. (4) £80-120

317 George I, Silver Shilling-like Counters (2), laureate bust right, rev crowned Royal arms and Lion and Unicorn supporters, 25mm (MI 428/18; E 471), extremely fine or nearly so, one with slight edge ‘ding’ by “I” of “GEORGIVS”; George III, coin-like Brass Jeton, 1773, fair; oval Silver cliché, Royal arms, BY THE KING’S PATENT, very fine. (4) £70-90

318 Martin Folkes (1690-1754), scholar, antiquary, and numismatist, Copper Medal, 1740, by J A Dassier, capped bust right, rev legend within ornamental cartouche, SOCIETAS REGALIS LONDINI SODALIS, MDCCXLI, 54mm (MI 558/185; Eisler II, 291.1). Nearly extremely fine but neatly pierced at top edge. £50-80

Martin Folkes’s coin collection was sold by auction in 1756 for £999 6d (see Encyclopedia of British Numismatics IV/98)

319 Abraham de Moivre (1667-1754), mathematician, Copper Medal, 1741, by J A Dassier, bust right, rev legend within ornamental cartouche, UTRIUSQUE SOCIETATIS REGALIS LOND ET BEROL SODALIS MDCCXLI, 55mm (MI 565/197; Eisler II, 291.4). Nearly extremely fine but neatly pierced at top edge. £50-80

320 Archdeacon Ralph Brideoake (1665-1743), Archdeacon of Winchester, Death 1743, Copper Medal, by J A Dassier, bust right, wearing surplice, rev the Church of St Mary, Southampton, reads SOUTHTON, 54mm (MI 572/208; Eisler II, 293, 11 var). Extremely fine. £60-80

This is the first, and rarer, variety of this medal with the church in high relief
321 Robert Walpole, Earl of Orford (1676-1745), statesman and Prime Minister (1721-1742), Copper Medal, 1744, by J A Dassier, bust right, rev legend within ornamental cartouche, COMES DE ORFORD MDCCXLIV, 55mm (MI 585/226; Eisler II, 294, 12). Nearly extremely fine but neatly pierced at top edge. £50-80

322 John Carteret, Earl Granville (1690-1768), Copper Medal, 1744, by J A Dassier, bust right, rev legend within ornamental cartouche, BARO DE CARTERET MDCCXLIV, 55mm (MI 586/228; Eisler 294, 13). Nearly extremely fine. £70-90

323 William Pultney, Earl of Bath (1682-1764), parliamentarian, Copper Medal, 1744, by J A Dassier, bust right, rev legend within oak wreath, COMES DE BATH MDCCXLIV, 55mm (MI 586/229; Eisler II, 294, 14). Good very fine but neatly pierced at top edge. £50-80

324 Sir John Barnard (1685-1764), wine merchant, Alderman and Lord Mayor of London (1737-38), Copper Medal, 1744, by J A Dassier, bust right, rev legend within ornamental cartouche, ALDERMANUS CIVITATIS LONDINI MDCCXLIV, 55mm (MI 587/230; Eisler II, 295, 15). Struck with a matt surface, nearly extremely fine. £50-80

325 The Young Pretender, The Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, Copper Medal, 1745, by C N or J C Roettier, bust of Prince Charles right, rev Britannia stands on seashore with shield and spear, awaiting approaching fleet, AMOE ET SPES, 41mm (MI 600/251, “Arrival of the Young Pretender Expected”; Woolf 59.2). Nearly very fine but stained on obverse. £40-60

326 John Wilkes (1727-1797), politician, Copper Medal, 1768, by J Westwood, rev A LOVER OF HIS KING ..., 40mm (BHM 114, R²), fair to fine; Brass / Bronze Medalets (4), each with bust left, first two with reverse legends, last two with Britannia, 29.5mm, 24mm, 24mm, 20mm (BHM 118, 122, R¹, 123, 124, R²), last pierced, fine or better, a rare group. (5) £200-250
327 George III (1760-1820), Preserved from Assassination 1800, small Bronze Medal, by P Kempson, 38mm (BHM 486). Extremely fine. £20-40

328 George III, Peace of Amiens, Copper Medal, 1802, by C H Küchler, armoured bust left, rev Peace with olive-branch, 48mm (BHM 535; E 941; Pollard 25). Somewhat ‘dusty’, nearly extremely fine. £80-120

330 William Pitt (1759-1806), Death, Copper Medal, 1806, by T Webb for Thomason, bust left, rev rock buffeted by waves, PATRIAEC OOLUMEN DECVS, 53mm (BHM 610); Rowland, Lord Hill (1722-1824), a column erected at Shrewsbury, Copper Medal, 1816, by T Halliday, bare head right, rev statue atop column, ANIMO NON ASTUTIA, 54mm (BHM 912); Sir Charles Cockerell, his election as MP for Evesham validated, Copper Medal, 1819, by Suffield, Bell Tower seen through Cloister Archway, rev legend, 54mm. All about extremely fine. (3) £100-150

331 Mudie, Royal Military Academy 1813, Silver Medal, by Brenet and Webb, bust of the Duke of York, rev Queen Charlotte presents colours, 41mm (Mudie 11; E 1035). Somewhat bright, surface marks, thus very fine. £180-220

332 Mudie, Peace in Europe 1814, Silver Medal, by Gayrard and Droz, head of Britannia left, rev Hercules (Mudie 27; E 1046). Somewhat bright, extremely fine. £300-350
333 Mudie, Treaties of Paris 1814-1815, Silver Medal, by Brenet and Mills, head of George IV as regent left, rev Victory and trophy of arms, 41mm (Mudie 29; E 1080). Somewhat bright, good very fine. £200-250

334 Arthur, Duke of Wellington (1769-1852), Parliamentary Thanks, White Metal Medal [1814], by Webb and Thomason, bare head left, rev VOTA PVBLICA, 53.5mm (BHM 832; Eimer Wellington 39); Prince Albert, The Great Exhibition, White Metal Medal, 1851, by T Ottley, bare head left, rev view of the building, details below, 74mm (BHM 2446; E 747). Very fine. (2) £40-60

335 English Army re-enters Hanover 1814, Silver Medal, by Webb and Barre, Duke of Cambridge, rev Britannia feeds horses, 41mm (Mudie 31; E 1058). Somewhat bright, good very fine. £200-250

336 George IV, Death 1830, large uniface Bronzed-lead Medal, by A J Stothard, published by S Parker, bare head right, GEORGE IIII behind, numbered CLVI, 118mm (BHM 1364), made to be framed, fine and rare; other medals by Stothard (2), Frederick, Duke of York and Walter Scott, fine and very fine. (3) £80-120

337 Cheltenham, Centenary of the Royal Old Well, oval White Metal Medal, 1838, by T W Ingram, view of well and church tower, rev legend, 57mm x 46mm (BHM 1883); Cheltenham Proprietary College, 1846, by Ottley, school façade, Crown and Sceptre on Bible, 53mm (JT 140a; BHM -). First pierced, both about extremely fine. (2) £40-60

338 Cheltenham, C G B Daubeny, The British Association for the Advancement of Science, Meeting at Cheltenham, Copper Medal, 1856, by J Moore, 54mm (BHM 2586); Brass Tokens relating (2, varieties), issued by T Cape, Cheltenham; White Metal Medal of Cheltenham Proprietary College, 1846, by Ottley, 53mm (JT 140a; BHM -). Fine and better. (4) £50-70

339 Art Union, Bronze Medal, 1848, Hogarth by L Wyon, 54mm, in original green leather case of issue (BHM 2302; Beulah 4; E 1427). Extremely fine. £40-50
340 Emancipation from Slavery / Baptist Ministry, White Metal Medals (2), on the Jubilee of the Church Missionary Society 1848 and the Centenary of the Baptist Mission 1892 (Eimer 1774). Extremely fine, the second pierced. (2) £50-70

the medals depict images relating to missionary stations across the world including images of emancipation in the West Indies

341 Victoria (1837-1901), Golden Jubilee 1887, Silver Prize Medal, by Ralph Neal, veiled bust left, rev Presented by W. Wood and Son for Cultural Skill to (unnamed) 1887, 41mm (unpublished in BHM). Extremely fine and rare. £150-200

342 Victoria, large uniface Bronze Portrait Plaquette, 1889, by Charles Bell Birch (1832-1893), veiled head left, rev plain except for inscription PUBLISHED. 20 JULY 1889, 163mm. A few minor surface marks, good very fine, a rare and impressive piece. £200-300

343 Thomas Henry Huxley (1825-1895), palaeontologist, botanist and zoologist, supporter of Darwin’s Theory of Evolution, Silvered Bronze Medal, with dedication, by F Bowcher 1895, bust of Huxley left, rev inscription, IN MEMORY OF THOMAS HENRY HUXLEY FROM HIS WIFE HENRIETTA ANNE HUXLEY TO HER NEPHEW FREDK. CHARLES FANNING, 63mm (obverse BHM 3488, R). Good very fine, almost certainly unique with this personal dedication from his wife to his nephew. £200-250

344 Victoria, Diamond Jubilee 1897, the official small Gold Medal, by G W de Saulles, old veiled bust left, rev youthful diademed head left, after W Wyon, 25mm, 12.73g (BHM 3506). Matt surface, very fine. £350-400

345 Major Ernst Bengough Ricketts, cast uniface Bronze Medal, by Theodore Spicer Simson, head left, ERNST BENGOUGH RICKETTS 1904. Extremely fine, a good example of the work of this increasingly popular medallist. £100-150
346  Veronica Wenefryde Nefertari Bethell, daughter of Richard Bethell, secretary to Howard Carter, Gilt-cameograph 1924, bust right, 67mm. *Extremely fine and rare.*  
£100-150

Richard Bethell was present at the discovery of the tomb of Tutankhamun. He entered the tomb and subsequently died – another victim of the infamous curse.

347  George VI, Bronze Memorial Plaque, bust right in open wreath of national flora, dated MCM at top, KING GEORGE VI MEMORIAL below, 283mm x 199mm, suspension lug on reverse. *Much as made, extremely fine, rare.*  
£80-120

348  Miscellaneous White Metal (5) and Bronze (7) Exhibition Medals, including Crystal Palace, and the Palais de l’Industrie. *Very fine and better.* (12)  
£50-80

349  Glasgow, oval Bronze-gilt Double Presentation Medal, by D Cunninghame, in the Gothic revival style, Justice enthroned, LAW ORDER FREEDOM, rev arms of Glasgow, edge impressed “Thomas Watson – Magistrate 1880-84” also engraved “An Appreciation to Gertrude Amery, Glasgow, 1921″, 74mm x 58mm, in fitted maroon leather case of issue. *Small edge nick at top of obverse, nearly extremely fine.*  
£80-120

350  Federico León Aneiros (1826-1894), Archbishop of Buenos Aires from 1873, Death 1894, Copper Medal, by B Orzali, facing bust, rev legend in ten lines, 45mm. *Extremely fine.*  
£40-60
AUSTRIA

351  Franz Joseph I (1848-1916), The Suez Canal, Bronze Medal, 1869, by Tautenhayn, 71mm; Maria Theresia, Memorial Bronze Medal, by A Schaff, both restrikes. Extremely fine. (2) £100-150

353  Belgian Congo, Jules Laurent Jean Louis Renkin (1862-1934), Prime Minister of the Colonies, Visit to the Congo, Bronze Medal, 1909, by J Jourdain, bust of Renkin left, rev legend below vignette of a ship steaming into the Congo, 60mm. Good very fine. £40-60

Renkin, journalist and politician, Minister of Justice (1907-1908), Colonies (1908-1918), the Interior (1918-1920), Railways and Posts (1918-1921). From 1920 an honorary Minister of State and Prime Minister (1931-1932). The medal was sponsored by the shipping magnate Sir Alfred Lewis Jones KCMG (1845-1909), President of the Belge-Maritime du Congo and whose name appears on the medal.

CAMBODIA

354  Norodom (1834-1860-1904), French Brass Medalet, 1860, by Eude and Ranvier, equestrian portrait, Rev Cambodian arms, SES MANDARINS ET SON PEUPLE RECONNAISSANTS, 26mm, integral suspension loop. Good very fine. £50-80

FRANCE

355  Charles IX (1550-1560-1574), Copper Medal, 1568, reverse attributed to G Martin, laureate and armoured bust right, rev Fame atop globe, SVA CIRCVIT ORBE FAMA, 34mm (BMC [Jones] 88); Charles X (1523-1589-1590), recognised as King of France in absentia by an act of the Parlement of Paris, Copper Medal (1590), by P Regnault, crowned bust left, rev crown, A VITA ET IN ARMIS, 43mm (BMC [Jones] 165-66), old restrikes, perhaps 18th century. Extremely fine. (2) £80-120

356  Bronze Medals (8), from the Gallerie Metallique by Jean Henri Simon (1752-1834), including Appolonius, Jacobus Cats, Philipp de Commines, Hubert Goltzius, Balthazar Moret, Franciscus Romein, Johannes Secundus, Otto Venius. Good very fine to extremely fine. (8) £120-150

This series is scarcer than many others.
Marshal Turenne, Re-burial in Paris, Bronze Medal, 1800, by H Auguste, uniformed bust of Turenne left, rev nine-line inscription, 50mm (Bramsen 71; Julius 849). Very fine. £100-150

Henri de la Tour d’Auvergne, Vicomte Turenne (1611-1675). Turenne’s body was transferred to Les Invalides on the orders of Napoleon Bonaparte. This was completed in 1802 under the direction of Lucien Bonaparte, the brother of Napoleon.

Consulate (1799-1804), Promulgation of the Treaty of Amiens, Copper Medal, 1802, by Jeuffroy, busts of the three Consuls, Napoleon and below, Cambaceres and Lebrun below, rev LE CORPS LEGISLATIF AUX CONSULS DE LA REPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE around, PAIX INTERIEURE, PAIX EXTERIEURE in four lines, and in ex, ARRÊTÉ DU 30 FLOREAL AN X 20 MAI MDCCXX, 67mm (Bramsen 218; Julius 1093; Pax 735). Good very fine. £60-80

Napoleon, The Baptism of the King of Rome, Copper Medal, 1811, by Andrieu Napoleon, facing left, holds the infant over font, rev within double circle of mural crowns, A L’EMPEREUR / LES BONNES VILLES/ DE L’EMPIRE, 68mm (Bramsen 1125; Julius 2462); Obsequies of Jean Lannes, duc de Montebello (1769-1809), Copper Medal, 1810, by Galle, laureate bust of Napoleon left, rev legend in 20 lines, 68mm, an early restrike (Bramsen 971; Julius 2289). Both very fine. (2) £70-90

Napoleon, Sir Edward Thomason’s Tribute Medal, White Metal, 1821, bust right in wreath rev biographical legend in 36 lines, 55mm; Duke and Duchess of Orléans, Baptism of of the Duke of Chartres, Copper Medal, 1840, by Borrel, bust vis-a-vis, rev bust of infant left, 52mm (Gaettens 491), both extremely fine; other French Medals, Bronze (3) and Base metal, last fine, others very fine. (6) £60-80

Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres (1780-1867), painter, Pewter Memorial Medal, 1868, by E A Oudiné, figure weeps at bust on plinth, winged Fames hold wreath above, rev legend in 15 lines, 79.5mm. Good very fine, rare. £50-70
363  Architecture, The City of Paris, Bronze Medal, 1896, by A Dubois, the Seine reclines and observes an architectural plan, rev front elevation of the town hall in the 10th arrondissement by E Rouyer, 75mm. Light marks to highest points, good very fine. £50-80

364  Architecture / Art Deco, The City of Paris, Bronze Medal, 1927, P Turin, view of the Isle de la Cité from the river, rev birds eye view of the same in Art Deco style, 71mm. Extremely fine, a superb design. £100-150

365  Coriolanus receives the entreaties of his Womenfolk, patinated Bronze Plaque, early 19th century after an original of c.1580, cast as the base of a two-handled Dish or Tazza, women kneel before Coriolanus who, mounted on his horse, leads his army on Rome, image and border 144mm, width at handles 275mm (Weber 562, pl.158); Painted Metal Plate or Tazza in black and gold, the centre inset with a bronzed copy of a medal of Laux Kreler, by Wilhelm Ganzhorn, c.1520 (Habich 781 obv), four other medals set in rim around, total diameter 240mm. Two interesting pieces, in good order, very fine. (2) £80-120

Laux Kreler, goldsmith from Augsburg.

366  Wilhelm von Siemens (1855-1919), Industrialist, large uniface circular Medallic Plaque, undated, by A Klingler, head right, ALS DANK UND ANERKENNUNG VOM HAUSE SIEMENS, 190mm, in fitted case of issue. As struck. £40-60
ITALY

Charity, Cast Bronze Medal, 1841, celebrating the work of the orphanages of Tuscany, figure of Charity with two children standing facing, rev text, 85mm. With deep grey patina, unusual and extremely fine. £30-50

KOREA

Olympics, Seoul 1988, large octagonal Bronze Commemorative Medal, 55mm x 55mm, in case of issue. Minor damage to case, mint state. £30-50

MAURITIUS

Sir John Pope Hennessy, KCMG (1834-1891), Retirement as Governor, French Copper Medal, 1888, by L O Roty, bust right, SIR JOHN POPE HENNESSY, rev semi-nude female welcoming sail and steamship at harbour, 68mm (BDM p.232). Obverse extremely fine but some corrosion to reverse. £40-60

Pope Hennessy was a politician and Colonial Administrator and was in turn Governor of the Gold Coast (1872), Sierra Leone (1872-1873), Bahamas (1873-1874), Barbados and Windward Islands (1876-1877), Hong Kong (8th Governor, 1877-1882) and, his final posting, Mauritius (1883-1889). He was the grandfather of his namesake, the art historian

NETHERLANDS

The Siege of Leyden, cast Silver Medal, 1574, by D Jacobz (Dordrecht), an angel devastates the encampment of Sennacherib’s army, king of Assyria, rev view of Leyden with the Spanish army abandoning the siege, 49.5mm (vL I, 193, 1), mounted as jewellery with cored border; Berlin University, Commemorative Medal, arms, rev St Michael, similarly but more ornately mounted; later cast of a Bronze Medal of Prince Maurice, 1580, 44.5mm; Oval Bronze Roman Pilgrims’ Medal of St Benedict, 55mm x 40mm, integral suspension loop. (4) £120-150

Sennacherib, King of Assyria (705-681 BC)

POLAND

French Support (Louis-Philippe I) for Poland, Copper Medal, 1831, by Barre, draped figure of Polonia supported by the French Liberty, TU NE MOURRAS PAS, rev L’HÉROÏQUE POLOGNE between crown of stars and palm branches, 51mm. Nearly extremely fine. £50-70

SOUTH AFRICA

Boer War, a collection photographic pins of Generals (18), including, Roberts (2, one with patriotic rosette), Kitchener (4, one with small image), Buller (2), Dundonald, Macdonald, French, and unnamed others, some perhaps Great War; rosette pin; Kitchener, silver silhouette, 20mm, Birmingham 1899, maker JF [James Fenton]; “Absent Minded Beggar”, White Metal Medal, 45mm, brooch, 35mm, and medallic roundel, 59mm; and medallic roundel of Roberts, 67.5mm. Last fine, the others mostly very fine and the photographic pieces scarce. (24) £150-200
374 Philip V (1683-1700-1746), Copper Medal, 1702, by Ferdinand St Urbain, bust right with long flowing hair, rev Neptune stands in shell holding trident, behind him a map of Italy, SIC CVNCTVS PELAGI CECIDIT, 51.5mm (vL IV, 375; MH 671; He 13). Extremely fine with striking flaws to edge. £70-90

Philip entered Naples in State on the 20 April 1702 and was greeted by the Duke of Escalona. The medal celebrates the re-establishment of Peace.

375 USA, Hudson-Fulton Celebration, Bronze Medal, 1908, by Emil Fuchs, for the American Numismatic Society, Hendrik Hudson on deck of the Halve Maen, rev Navigation, Commerce and History seated with model of Robert Fulton’s North River Steamboat, 63mm; other Bronze Medals (3), Albert Pike, Freemason, 1809-1891, 44mm; Society of Colonial Wars, Louisburg anniversary, 1895, 50mm; William Penn, 1662-1932, 38mm; and Silver Prize Medal of the Loyola School, New York City, 1922, 41mm. Very fine and better. (5) £80-120

376 Dwight D Eisenhower, official Bronze Inauguration Medal, 1953, by W Hancock, 70mm; Silver Jubilee Dinners, Silvered-bronze Medal, 1978, 46mm; Bronze Medal, Admiral Chester Nimitz, 44mm. Extremely fine or nearly so. (3) £40-60

377 Agriculture, Belgium, Leopold II, East-Flanders, Silver Medal, undated, by Hart, head left, rev bull to left, 45mm, suspension loop and ring; France, Bronze Plaquette, by C H Pillet, damsel aids ploughing, rev worker rests by field of corn, 48mm x 65mm, both extremely fine. (2) £50-70

378 Agriculture, Scotland, Silver Prize Medal, 1899, Presented by A McRobbie, Sunnyside, “For Best Foal at Ardoch Show”, two horses to right, rev engraved inscription in wreath, 45mm. Nearly extremely fine. £100-150

379 Art, Portrait of an Old Lady, uniface circular cast Bronze Portrait Plaque, in high relief, by G Lefebure, her head right, hair tied back and wearing widow’s veil, 162mm. Small piercing at top, extremely fine with pleasant patination. £100-150

The artist believed to be André René Gabriel Lefebure (BDM III, 368)
380 Art Nouveau, small rectangular Silver Plaquette, undated (1897), by Louis Eugène Mouchon, naked winged Genius, rose in hand, leans on column and draws on tablet above, rev sprig of ivy, edge ARGENT, 53mm x 29mm (BDM IV, 175, illustrated; Bekker 486). Matt surface, extremely fine. £70-90 struck as a souvenir for the Paris Mint.

381 Aviation, Netherlands, KLM [Royal Dutch Airlines] 30th Anniversary, Bronze Medal, 1949, plane over galleon, rev legend, 60mm, in card box of issue; KLM, 50th Anniversary of Flights to the Far East, Bronze Medal, 1974, line around globe, rev jet engine and bird, 60mm, in card folder of issue; Austria, Aviation Routes, Bronze Medal by R Placht, three planes above three mountain peaks, STERNFLUG NACH GASTEIN, 65mm, in case of issue. All about mint state. (3) £80-120

The first with letter from KLM Management and additional invitation to a celebration drink "a beer (or gin and orange for the ladies)".

382 Ballooning. Gilt-bronze Medals (3), 1878, souvenirs of the ascension in the captive balloon of Henri Giffard, obv Parnoramic view of Paris, the balloon ascending, rev inscription. All with suspension loop, one with gilt partially worn, otherwise all very fine or better. (3) £200-250

383 Canals, The Completion of the Gloucester and Berkeley Canal, Copper Medal, 1827, by T Halliday, starboard portrait of sailing ship, COMMENCED 1793, rev legend in eight lines, 44.5mm (BHM 1316). Extremely fine. £70-90

384 European Display Medals (3), in Bronze, Vittel Mineral Water, Plaquette, 1920s, by F P Niclausse, naked lady seated on cloud, empties urn of water onto globe, 76mm x 50mm, mounted on reddish marble base; Portrait of a young girl, 1930s, indistinct signature, nearly full-face, shoulder length hair, 85mm, on white marble base; Netherlands, Opening of the Seven Provinces Insurance Company offices, the Hague, 1960, the old sailing ship De Zeven Provinciën, modelled in high relief, 103mm, mounted upright on green marble base. All very fine. (3) £100-150

Francois Paul Niclausse (1879-1958), sculptor. De Zeven Provinciën, a 17th century Dutch ship of the line, originally armed with 80 guns, built in 1664-1665 and served as Michael de Ruyter’s flagship in the 2nd and 3rd Anglo-Dutch Wars.
385 Exhibitions, etc, Belgium, Bronze Plaquettes (4), Installations Maritimes, Brussels, 1922, Silvered, by G Devreese, Mercury and diaphanous female greet ship, rev armoured knight, 1561, 72mm x 72mm; Association of Industries, Merxem, 25th anniversary, 1925, workman and diaphanous female survey the industrial landscape, emblems including beehive, arched top, 57.5mm x 75mm; Universal Exposition, Brussels, 1935 (2), both by Bonnetain, draped figures, 67mm x 80mm; and uniface, winged Victory, rev stamped “L’ARMÉE DANS LES ARTS”, 67mm x 80mm, all with arched tops. Very fine and better. (4) £80-120

386 Exhibitions, France, Bronze Medals (5), Paris 1878, by La Grange and Dubois, Palais du Champ du Mars, 51mm; Rouen 1896, National and Colonial, silvered, by O Roty, Normania seated, rev cityscape of Rouen, 68mm; Paris 1900 (incorporated the Olympic Games), by G Lemaire, Marianne seated, rev emblems of industry (including airship) and arts, 53.5mm; Paris, undated, by Dubois, AV MERITE, winged Victory before Eiffel Tower, 67mm; Exposition du Nord, Arras, 1904, same obverse reduced, 50mm. Very fine and better, first with several ‘dings’. (5) £80-120

387 Horticulture, France, pair of Copper Medals, Société Centrale, Seine, design of fruits and vegetables, one by Hamel, awarded 1873, the second unsigned and un-named, both 58mm. Extremely fine and very fine. (2) £40-60

388 Literature, John Freeth (1731-1808), The Birmingham Poet, Penny Token, c.1795, by Lutwyche, bust right in hat and coat, rev BRITONS BEHOLD THE BARD OF FREEDOM... (D&H Warwickshire 30), extremely fine with lustre; John Milton (1608-1671) and Alexander Pope (1668-1744), French Portrait Medals (2), by du Vivier, for the “Series Numismatica”, 41mm, nearly extremely fine. (3) £80-100

Freeth, a Political ballad writer and proprietor of ‘Freeth’s Coffee House’, wrote under the pen name John Free. ‘Britain’s Glory’ was to become his most famous song whilst “The Political Songster” (1790) was his most substantial collection. Latter two ex O’Byrne collection.

389 Medicine, Midwifery, Edward [Anthony] Jenner (1749-1823), immunologist, French Silver Prize Medal of the Central de Vaccine du Department du Nord, 1872, by Hamel & Lecomte, 1st Classe, awarded to “Mme Briffaut-Mailiez – Sage-Femme”, bust of Jenner on plinth, rev inscription, 41mm; another, Copper, 2nd Classe, un-named, 36.5mm. Very fine. (2) £70-90

Jenner, the pioneer of the smallpox vaccine, studied his natural surroundings in Berkeley, Gloucestershire, where he was born.

390 Medicine, Germany, Bronze Plaquette, purporting to be the psychologist Wilhelm Wundt (1832-1920), bearded bust right, 195mm x 138mm, with 5mm set-back border around. Good very fine. £80-120

Wundt established the first psychology laboratory in Germany, at Leipzig, and published the psychology journal Philosophical Studies.
391 **Politics**, Sir Francis Burdett (1770-1844), MP for Westminster, Imprisonment, 1810, Gilt-copper cliché of the obverse of the unsigned portrait medal, bust right, 48mm (BHM 689), *rubbed on high spots, nearly very fine*; Sir Berkeley William Guise (1775-1834), MP for Gloucestershire, White Metal Election Medal, 1811, legend both sides, *...PROTECT THE ELECTIVE FRANCHISE FROM THE CORRUPTIONS OF ARISTOCRACY*, 44mm (BHM 711), *pierced, fine*; Brass Medalet, Thomas Attwood (1783-1856), 24mm (BHM 1566, R3), *very fine*. (3) £70-90

392 **Railways**, France, A Railway Accident, a large oval Bronzed-electrotype Plaquette, c.1880-1900, several rescuers lower a passenger onto a stretcher, behind, by a signal-box, a steam-engine has ploughed into two carriages, lifting one up and overturning another, 235mm x 192mm, slightly convex form. A spirited design, very fine. £70-90

The engine is similar in appearance to that in the famous Gare Montparnasse derailment on 22 October 1895.

393 **Sport, Football**, France, small rectangular Bronze Plaquette with arched top, c.1900, by Lucien Coudray, a game in action, *rev* cartouche (for naming) rests on oak stem, 38mm x 70mm, in fitted case of issue, *good very fine*; together with a cased ambrotype photograph of a gentleman, 75mm x 65mm, believed the medal’s recipient, *in excellent condition*. (2) £70-90

The Football plaquettes are sometimes found with inscriptions relating to the Paris Olympic Games of 1900.

394 **Sport, Boxing**, France, small rectangular Bronze Plaquette, by André Mery, two.boxers fight, *rev* gloves on olive spray, 59mm x 48mm; **Wrestling**, Bronze Medal by Lucien Coudray, Hercules wrestles lion (after Moderno), *rev* two men wrestle, 50mm; General Sport or Achievement, Bronze Medal, by L Cariat, youth runs past crouching girl, *rev* wreath and temple, 50mm, all c.1900, all in cases of issue. *Medals extremely fine, plaque nearly so*. (3) £80-120

**POSTCARDS**

395 Postcards (32), with embossed images of 19th century coin issues from different countries of the world, all housed in an album. *Good condition, an attractive and interesting lot*. (32) £150-200

**BANKNOTES**

**SCOTLAND**

396 Bank of Scotland, £20, 10 April 1944, Edinburgh, serial no.7H 3956 (Pick 94c). *About very fine*. £100-150


399 The Commercial Bank of Scotland Ltd, £5, 3 January 1955, Edinburgh, serial no.17L 066860 (Pick S336); National Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £5, 16 September 1959, Edinburgh, serial no.E964964 (Pick 266). *About very fine and good fine*. (2) £30-50
400 Clydesdale Bank PLC, £20 (2), 2003, 2005, £10 (2),
Glasgow. About uncirculated. (9) £120-150

GUERNSEY

401 States of Guernsey, £20, undated (1996), £10 (2),
2000), £1 (2), undated (1980, 1991) (Pick 58, 54, 57,
55, 56, 60, 48, 52). Uncirculated. (8) £80-100

ISLE OF MAN

402 Isle of Man Government, £1 (4), undated (1961,
50-Pence (2), undated (1969, 1972) (Pick 25, 29, 38,
40, 24b, 27, 28b). Uncirculated. (7) £80-100

CHINA

Republic, General Issues

403 Bank of China, 1-Yuan (2), September 1918,
Shanghai (brown), Tientsin (brown) (P 51m,
51q), uncirculated and extremely fine; 5-Yuan, 1926,
Shanghai, black signature (P 66a), good very fine;
5- and 10-Yuan (2), October 1930, Amoy (P 68, 69),
the 5-Yuan about uncirculated, the two 10-Yuan good
very fine. (6) £180-220

404 Bank of China, 1- and 5-Yuan, February 1934,
Shantung (P 71a, 72a). About uncirculated. (2) £80-120

405 Bank of China, 10-Cents, 1- (3), 5- (2), 10- (3), 25-,
50- (3) and 100-Yuan (2), 1935-1942. Good extremely
fine to uncirculated. (15) £120-150

406 Bank of Communications, 1-Yuan, 1 November 1927,
Chefoo Shantung, yellow-orange, red signature
seal/black English signature; 5- and 10-Yuan, 1
November 1927, Shantung (P 145Bc, 146Ca, 147Ba).
Generally very fine or better. (3) £120-150

407 Bank of Communications, 50- (purple) and 100-Yuan,
1942, train at left (P 164, 165). Both choice extremely
fine. (2) £80-120
408 Bank of Communications, 1- (4), 5- (6), 10- (8), 50- and 100-Yuan (2), 1914-1941. About uncirculated to uncirculated. (21) £80-120

409 Central Bank of China, 5-Fen and 1-Chiao, ND (1928), overprint in red for circulation in Szechuan; $1, 1923, Swatow with circular Central Bank handstamp; $10 (2), 1923, with and without Chinese overprint; 10- (2), 20- (3), 25- and 50-Cents, 1- (6), 5- (4), 10- (4), 50- (2) and 100-Yuan (2), 1924-1937. Several extremely fine, the others uncirculated. (30) £120-150

410 Central Bank of China, 1-, 5-, 10- and 20-Cents (2), 2- (2), 5- (4), 10- (5), 20- (2), 50- (2), 100- (9), 400-, 500- (4), 1000- (10), 2000- (4), 2500 (2), 5000- (7) and 10000-Yuan (6), 1940-1947. Several about uncirculated, the others uncirculated, no duplication, a very nice group. (63) £250-350


412 Central Bank of China, Chin Yuan Issue, 10-, 20- and 50-Cents, 1-, 5-, 10- (2), 20- (2), 50- (3), 100- (4), 500- (2), 1000- (4), 5000-, 10,000- (2), 50,000- (2), 100,000- (3), 500,000- (2) and 1,000,000-Yuan, 1945-1949; Yin Yuan Issue, 10- and 20-Cents, 1- (3), 5- (2) and 10-Yuan, 1949. About uncirculated to uncirculated. (41) £150-200

413 Central Bank of China, Circulating Cashier’s Cheque, 200- and 10000-Chin Yuan, 1948, Chengtu (P 449Y, 449AA); 5,000,00-Chin Yuan, 1949 (P 449W). First two good very fine, the third choice about uncirculated. (3) £120-150

414 Farmers Bank of China, 10- (2), 20- and 50-Cents, 1- (3), 5- (2), 10- (2) and 100-Yuan, 1935-1941. About uncirculated to uncirculated. (12) £60-80

415 Market Stabilization Currency Bureau, 20- and 50-Coppers (2), 1915, Ching Chao; 100-Coppers, 1915, Honan (P 600a, 601b, 603e); Interest-bearing Circulating Note, ½-, 1- and 5-Yuan, 1915 (P 626, 627, 628). All uncirculated, some with light foxing. (7) £200-300
416 Bank of Territorial Development, $5, 1 December 1914, Shanghai, serial no. S0061409 (P 567n). *Usual yellow-coloured top and bottom margin and a tiny piece missing from top left corner, otherwise about uncirculated with a central vertical bend.* £80-120

417 Chinese Italian Banking Corporation, 1- and 5-Yuan, 15 September 1921, remainder (P S253, S254); Sino-Scandinavian Bank, 5-Yuan, 1 February 1922, Tientsin (P S591). *First two about uncirculated, the last good extremely fine.* £80-120

**Foreign Banks**

418 Anhwei Regional Bank, 1-Fen, 1- and 2-Chiao, ND (c.1937) (P S805-807), *uncirculated*; Chekiang Provincial Bank, 1-Fen, ND (c.1938), 10-, 20- and 50-Cents, 1936, 1-Yuan (2), 1939, 1941 (P S880, S877-S879, S888, S893), *the 50-Cents extremely fine, the others about uncirculated*; Kiangsu Farmers Bank, 1-Yuan, 1941 (P S1204), *about uncirculated*. £120-150

**Provincial Banks**

419 Bank of Local Railways of Shansi & Suiyuan, 1- and 5-Chiao, 1- and 5-Yuan, 1934-1936 (P S1291, 1294c, 1301a); Chahar Commercial Bank, 10-Cents, 1935, 5-Yuan, 1 December 1933 (P S857A, 856C); Fengtien Public Exchange Bank, 10-Coppers, 1924 (P S1377); Yunnan Provincial Bank, 1-Silver Yuan, 1949 (P S3024a). *About uncirculated to uncirculated*. £120-150

420 Fukien Provincial Bank, 5-Fen (2), 1940, 1-Chiao, 1937, 1-Yuan, 1939 (P S1424, 1412, 1420); Amoy Industrial Bank, 1- and 5-Fen, 10- and 50-Cents, ND (c.1940) (S/M H87-1-H87-4); Hainan Bank, 2- and 5-Cents, 1947 (P S1452, 1453); Provincial Bank of Kweichow, 1-, 5- and 10-Cents, 1949 (P S2461-2463). *Generally uncirculated.* (13) £150-200

421 Ho Pei Metropolitan Bank, 4- and 6-Coppers, 1938 (P S1710J, 1710K), *about uncirculated and uncirculated*; Bank of Hopei, 1- and 5-Yuan, 1934 (P S1729, 1731a), *extremely fine and about uncirculated*. £150-200

422 Hunan Bank, 10- and 100-Coppers, 1 January 1917, 100-Coppers, January 1912 (P S2056, 2060, 2027), *first two about uncirculated, third very fine with graffiti*; Hunan Provincial Bank, 10-Cents (2), 1938, 1940 (P S1989, 1992), *uncirculated*; Hupeh Provincial Bank, 100-Coppers, 1914 (P S2098), *about uncirculated with hinge marks*; Hupeh Provincial Bank, 10-Cents, 1936 (P S2110), *uncirculated*. £150-200

423 Kiangsi Provincial Bank, 10- and 20-Cents, July 1949 (P S1089Ca, 1089D); Monetary Bureau of Government Kansu, 50-Cents (2), 1935, brown and red (P S2246). *Generally uncirculated.* £150-200
424  Kirin Yung Heng Provincial Bank, 5-and 100-Tiao (2), 1928 (P S1079, 1081A). The 5-Tiao choice extremely fine, the others uncirculated. (3) £150-200

425  Provincial Bank of Chihli, 10-, 20-Cents and 1-Yuan, 1926, 1-Yuan, 1 December 1920, all Tientsin (P S1285, 1286, 1288, 1263b). About uncirculated to uncirculated. (4) £70-90

427  Provincial Bank of Kwangtung, a group of banknotes (28) with denominations ranging from 1-Fen to 100-Yuan, 1918-1940, extremely fine to uncirculated; Canton Municipal Bank, 10-Cents, $1 and $10, 1 May 1933 (S/M K24-40, 24-50, 24-52), uncirculated, very fine and extremely fine; Provincial Bank of Kiangsi, $5 and $10, 1929, without place name (P S2340r, 2341r), extremely fine; Kwangsi Bank, 10-Cents, 1920, Wuchow, 50-Cents, 1921, Wuchow, 1-Chiao, 1936 (P S2357, 2365, 2380), the 10-Cents very fine, the other two about uncirculated. (36) £120-150

428  Shansi Provincial Bank, 20-Cents and 1-Yuan, 1930, Taiyuan, 1-Yuan, July 1936, 10-Yuan, 1937, Shansi (P S2655Ad, 2657m, 2677, 2680). Extremely fine to about uncirculated. (4) £150-200

429  Shantung Min Sheng Bank, 10- (2), 20- (2) and 50-Cents, 1936, 50-Cents, 1940, 10-Yuan, 1943 (P S2711-2733, 2740, 2744), extremely fine to about uncirculated; Shantung Exchange Bureau, 50-Coppers, 1936 (P S2711a), extremely fine; Chefoo City Currency Bureau, 400-Cash, 1938 (S/M Y6-3), uncirculated. (9) £150-200

430  Sinkiang Commercial and Industrial Bank, 1-Fen, 1- and 2-Chiao, 1939, 500-Yuan, 1946 (P S1743, 1746, 1747b, 1769). Good extremely fine. (4) £120-150


432  Sinkiang Provincial Bank, 10-Silver Yuan, 1950, no.KI489021 (P S1806). About uncirculated. £150-200
433 Sinkiang Provincial Government Finance Dept Treasury, 100-Cash (2), 1920, 1932, 400-Cash (4), 1920, 1928, 1931 (2), 5-Taels, 1932 (P S1820, 1857, 1822a, 1840, 1850, 1851, 1869). Extremely fine to about uncirculated. (7) £150-200

434 Hotan Government of the Islamic Republic, 100-Cash Cloth Note and 1-Tael Paper Note (2), AH1352 (1933) (Xinjiang Numismatics no.570 and 579); Hotan District Administration, 1-Tael (2), 1935, 3-Taels, 1936 (P S1738, 1737). Generally fine to extremely fine. (7) £200-300

435 Szechuan Provincial Bank, 1000-Cash, March 1924, remainder (P S2808). About uncirculated. £200-300

436 Szechuan Official Bank, $1, 1923, serial no.03812 (P S2811). Foxing, extremely fine. £200-300

437 Yu Ming Bank of Kiangsi, 1-Cent, ND, 50-Cents, 1933, 25-Yuan, 1945, 100-Yuan, 1944 (P S1125, 1134a, the last two unlisted). The 25-Yuan extremely fine and scarce, the others very fine to about uncirculated. (4) £150-200

438 Bank of Shansi, Chahar and Hopei, 1-Chiao, 2-, 5- (2), 10- (3), 100-, 500- (3) and 1000-Yuan (2), 1938-1946; Zinchagi Banky Dicixingzhengky, 20-Cents, 1941. A couple extremely fine, the others about uncirculated to uncirculated. (13) £250-350

Communist Banks

439 Bank of China, 1-, 2- and 5-Chiao, 1938, 1-, 5- (2 colour varieties) and 10-Yuan (2 colour varieties), 1939, 50-, 100- and 200-Yuan, 1942, 500-Yuan (2), 1945, 1948 (P S3064-3067, 3069, 3069C, 3069E, 3070, 3075, 3076, 3078, 3090, 3099). Extremely fine to about uncirculated. (13) £250-350


People’s Republic

Puppet Banks

442 Central Reserve Bank of China, 1- and 5-Fen, 10- (2), 20- (2), 50-Cents (4), 1- (3), 5-, 10- (4), 100- (3), 200-, 500- (5), 1000- (3), 5000 (3) and 10000-Yuan (3), 1940-1945. Several extremely fine, mostly uncirculated. (36) £250-350

443 Federal Reserve Bank of China, ½-, 1- and 5-Fen, 1-, 2- and 5-Chiao (2), 1- (3), 5- (3), 10- (7), 100- (4), 500- (3) and 1000-Yuan, 1938-1945. Mostly extremely fine to uncirculated. (28) £150-200

444 Menchiang Bank, 5-Fen, 1- and 5-Chiao, 1- (2), 5-, 10- and 100-Yuan (3), 1940-1945; Central Bank of Manchukuo, 1- and 5-Chiao, 1- (2), 5-, 10- (2) and 100-Yuan (2), 1935-1944; together with a group of WWII Japanese military notes. Several extremely fine, mostly uncirculated. (40) £250-350

Private Banks

445 Tian Yi He (Henan), 2200-Cash, Dao Guang, Year 5 (1825). Tear in bottom margin repaired, otherwise about extremely fine. £80-120

446 Yi Mao Xing (Liaoning), 4-Tiao, Tong Zhi Year 3 (1864), two chops in lower left. About uncirculated. £80-120

447 De Sheng Yuan Bank (Tientsin), 5-Silver Dollars, Guang Xu, Year 32 (1906), obverse and reverse photographs of a Pei Yang Silver Dollar on reverse, small edge tear in bottom margin, about uncirculated; Hang Chong, 1000-Cash, Xuan Tong reign (1909-1911), tiny pieces missing from left margin, about uncirculated. (2) £150-200

448 A group of large-sized vertical-format notes (11), various denominations 1-Tiao (1000-Cash) to 5-Tiao, all Republican issues, mostly remainders. About uncirculated to uncirculated. (11) £150-200

449 A group of vertical-format notes (28), various denominations 300-Cash to 10-Tiao, all Republican issues, remainders. Mostly about uncirculated to uncirculated. (28) £300-400

450 A group of notes (44), issued by various firms, banks, municipalities and other entities, denominations 200-Cash to 3-Tiao, 1-Fen to $1, all Republican issues; with 10- and 50-Yuan Gift Certificates 1948, 1942. Mostly uncirculated, should be viewed. (46) £300-400
Wang Lee Chan Sight Draft, $2000, 1931, Swatow to Hong Kong; $3000, 1927, Bangkok to Hong Kong; $4000, 1926, Bangkok to Swatow; $5000, 1931, Bangkok to Hong Kong; all cancelled and with Hong Kong stamp duty affixed on back. Usual spike holes at top, very fine or better. (4) £120-150

Military Issues

452 Bank of Northwest, 50-Coppers, 1925, Kalgan (P S3866a), about uncirculated; WWII-Russian Military, Soviet Red Army Headquarters, 10- and 100-Yuan (2), 1945 (P M33, 34), the 10-Yuan uncirculated, the others extremely fine; Kwangtung Second Quartermaster’s Treasury Note, 10-Yuan, 1931 (S P Ting T610), about uncirculated. (5) £60-80

RUSSIA

453 North Russia, 5% Debenture Bonds (4), 50-, 100-, 500- and 1000-Rubles, 15 August 1918 (P S126-129), the 50-Rubles very fine with thinning and repairs, the 100-Rubles very good, the other two very fine; Siberia & Urals, 5% Government Debenture: 5000-Rubles, October 1919 (1920) (P S87c), good very fine; Germany, Freiberg, 5-Pfenning Notgeld (2), 1920, 1921, uncirculated. (7) £120-150

MISCELLANEOUS

454 A large assortment of banknotes from around the world (approx 400), including Bulgaria, Ethiopia, Indonesia, Romania, Russia, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Uganda, mostly modern. Mixed grades, many about uncirculated, should be viewed. (lot) £150-250